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QUESTION 1

The reason you want to run a process immediately before taking performance readings is ____________. 

A. to train the system which process we\\'re going to measure 

B. to make sure there are no bugs in the system 

C. to allow the rules to assemble 

D. to make sure we know which buttons to click so we can be quick 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The keyword Primary is a prefix to the value in the current case.You have added weighted conditions to duplicate case
search in a case type. How do you configure the condition fields to differentiate between fields on the current case and
fields on the existing case? 

A. Prefix the keyword Primary to the value used in the current case. 

B. Suffix the keyword Primary to the value used in the current case. 

C. Prefix the keyword Primary to the value used in the existing case 

D. Suffix the keyword Primary to the value used in the existing case 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Your application contains the following versions of a service level named AuthorizeClaim. 

The application is being updated with a new version of the AccountManage ruleset. As part of the update, the service
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level is no longer circumstanced for AccountOpen cases. The update must retain the circumstancing for the other case
types in the application. 

Which option do you use to reset the circumstancing for the AccountOpen case type? 

A. Copy the non-circumstanced rule to the AccountOpen class and select the base rule option. 

B. Make the circumstanced rules in the AccountOpen class unavailable. 

C. Withdraw the circumstanced rules in the AccountOpen class. 

D. Block the circumstanced rules in the AccountOpen class. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/circumstance-rule- different-properties-ortemplates 

 

QUESTION 4

In which order are rules and data instances applied for a service? 

1. 

Service rule 

2. 

Service Package 

3. 

Service Activity 

4. 

Mapping rule (from format received by the service to Clipboard structure) 

5. 

Mapping rule (from Clipboard structure to format specified by service type) 

A. 2, 1, 3, 4, 5 

B. 1, 2, 4, 3, 5 

C. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

D. 2, 1, 4, 3, 5 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

An order fulfillment process includes a request for quotes from multiple shippers. You want the system to automatically
call a quote request subprocess for each vendor. How would you configure your process? 

A. Add a Subprocess shape for the request subprocess and specify the Spinoff option. 

B. Add a Split For Each shape and run the request subprocess for each vendor on a page list. 

C. Add a Split Join shape and run the request subprocess for each vendor on a page list. 

D. Add a Split For Each step to the case lifecycle and run the subprocess for each vendor on a page list. 

Correct Answer: B 
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